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Preface 

This working paper on aid to private transportation providers 
in Virginia was prepared for the Public Transportation Division. 
Within the three-week period in which it was prepared, little 
more than a cursory examination could be made of the number of 
private providers operating in Virginia; however, it was possible 
to raise a number of pertinent questions about subsidizing them. 
The reader should be cautioned that the case for subsidizing. 
private providers is not a strong one. Aside from the diffi- 
cult questions raised in the section of the paper entitled 
Is There an Economic Case for Subsidizing Private Providers • 

the problem o•f defining a "private provider" opens the grant- 
ing agency to a great deal of criticism in any decisions it 
might make about excluding certain classes of operators from 
subsidies. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the 
author has strong reason to believe that the inventory of 
private providers he was able to obtain is quite incomplete, 
and therefore underestimates by a large measure the number of 
potential recipients of subsidies. 

iii 
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AID TO PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION PROVIDERS 
A WORKING PAPER 

by 

Gary R. Allen 
Research Economist 

This paper addresses the subject of state aid to private 
transportation providers, where "private providers" is defined 
to include subscription buses, v&ns, or other paratransit 
firms which receive no subsidies of any kind and which operate 
on either a profit basis or a break-even basis from the revenue 
generated by fares. While the analysis presented is an initial 
one the paper discusses major aspects of several key issues 
surrounding its subject. These issues, which are addressed in 
'the order listed, are- 

i. The appropriateness of considering state 
aid to private providers, 

2. the number of private providers and the 
markets served in Virginia, and 

3. the case for state aid to private providers 
from the standpoint of economic efficiency. 

AID TO PRIVATE PROVIDERS AS A GOAL 

This issue must be addressed first in order to establish 
that the subject being examined is an appropriate concern of 
the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation. Several 
reasons may be provided as support for an answer in the 
affirmative. First, the creation of a Public Transportation 
Division suggests a desire to foster group transportation 
modes. Secondly, the Department is already providing adminis- 
trative and planning assistance to localities (particularly 
urban areas) that are attempting to enhance their local 
transportation systems. Thirdly, the Department, through the 
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Public Transportation Division, has a responsibility to 
promote group transportation statewide; this responsibility 
includes examining previously unused methods of fostering 
group transportation where traditional techniques may not be 
the best in the long run. I• the case at hand, the concern 
about private providers is that they may be providing a worth- 
while service but, due to cost crunches, will in the near 
future cease to operate. The question which arises then is 
twofold" Is there an alternative supplier? And if not, What 
role •.•ill the Commonwealth play in the long term in assuring 
that the goal of providing a balanced transportation system 
statewide is m-et? More to the point, Might the cessation 
of operations by some private providers in the long term 
require the Commonwealth to assume a greater role in transit 
assistance as compared to an early commitment to aid private 
providers? 

In light of the above, it is clearly appropriate to 
examine the topics, of aid to private providers. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF PRIVATE PROVIDERS 

Economically, the importance of private providers is 
dependent on the number and kinds of markets that are being 
serviced by them. Accordingly, in this section of the paper, 
private providers are classified by the type of market served 
commuter market, freight market, intercity market, or a 
combination of these. 

Through telephone contacts, planning district commissions 
(PDCs) were determined as being the most appropriate source 
of information about private providers in Virginia localities.* 
To the extent-that the information was available, it is briefly 
summarized in the immediately following t-ext and is presented 
in more detail in Table i. 

In the course of trying to develop an inventory of private 
transportation suppliers, the author drew several conclusions 
which he believes are important to any future policy consider- 
ations about aid to private providers. First, the task of 
developing the inventory is quite tedious and time-consuming. 

*The SCC records are an alternate source; however, not all 
private providers are registered and some are registered 
but don't operate. 



In fact, a number of the PDCs are working, along with consult- 
ants, on developing transportation plans which include the 
private market; however, their experience has been less than 
satisfactory, largely due to a lack of cooperation on the part 
of the parties being surveyed. Secondly, even among PDCs 
that apparently provided good records, the author and some of 
his colleagues were aware of operations which might be classi- 
fied as private providers which were not included in the PDC 
list. •More to the point, the information in Table i has a 
great probability of being inaccurate in the sense that only 
the better known operators are included. Consequently, were 
each PDC to complete an intensive inventory process, it is 
quite likely that numerous single operators would be discovered, 
thus rendering the policy question of how many might be affected 
by state subsidies much broader than might be concluded from 
the information in Table i. 

Nevertheless some summary notes based upon the contents 
of Table I are in order. In the rural areas, the private 
provider market appears to be largely intercity freight and 
charter service with passenger hauls being subsidized by 
freight revenue. Where passenger ridership is high, the market 
being served is usually the commuter trips to work from the 
outlying rural areas and suburbs to major employers in the major 
city of a region. This type of commuter market is exhibited 
in Northern Virginia, in the Danville/Martinsville region, in 
Fredericksburg, and in Tidewater and Petersburg. Based only 
upon the data available and the author's best judgement from 
the trend of the data,-the private supplier market appears to 
be a highly specific, low capital budget, commuter work trip 
market which is operating quite efficiently even in the 
absence of aid. 

Table i 

Private Provider Markets by State Planning District 
To the Extent Information Is Available 

District Area Served 

i Lee, Scott, and 
Wise Counties 

Noumb. •erL_ g0mpan i e s* 

i Bristol/Jenkins 

Markets Served 

2 routes freight 
and charter only- 
No cummuters 

Buchanan, Dickinson, 4 Trailways; 
Russell, and 
Tazewell Counties 

Trailways intercity 
Black & White Transit B & W intercity & 
Clearfork Commun. freight as well as 

Assoc. charters passenger 
Bristol/Jenkins revenue very low- 

subsidized by 
freight largely 
intercity, very 
low local passen- 
ger revenue 
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Table 1 (cont'd) 

District 

i0 

Area Served Number Companies* Markets Served 

Washington, Smyth, 7 
Bland, Wythe, 
Carroll, and 
Grayson Counties 

Not available (NA) 

Floyd, Giles, 
Montgomery, and 
Pulaski Counties 

Fixed route intercity 

Alleghany, 
Botetourt, Craig, 
and Roanoke 
Counties 

1 .Pendleton 
Lines 

4 fixed local routes 
getting about $i0,000 
subsidy per year 
very old equipment 

Bath, Highland, 
Augusta, Rockbridge, 
and Rockingham 
Counties 

NA 

Clarke, Warren, 
Page, Shenandoah, 
and Frederick 
Counties 

NA 

Loudoun, and 
Price William 
Counties 

Orange, Madison, 
Culpeper, 
Rappahannock, and 
Fauquier Counties 

5 •Greyhound, Trailways, largely commuter 
Gray Line, Colonial service from D. C. 
Transit, VIP Commuter suburbs 
Corporation-all operate 
subscription buses 3 
companies operate 
airport services 
there are two van- 

pool operations 
1 shared-ride taxi prior 
to Sept. I, 1978 

NA 

Nelson, Buckingham, 
Fluvanna, Louisa, 
and Albemarle Counties, 
and Charlottesville 

NA 



District 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Table 1 (cont'd) 

Area Served Number Companies* Markets Served 

Bedford, Campbell, 3 bus: Greyhound, largely fixed route 
Appomattox, and Trailways; Lynchburg intercity little 
Amherst Counties bus service commuter except 

1 new subscription co Billy's Transport 
Billy's Transport 
Service 

Franklin, Patrick, 2 Private companies Only D and M has a 
and Pittsylvania Danville Traction & sizeable ridership 
Counties, and Power 2 routes 90 riders 
Martinsville and Danville and Martinsville commuting to 
Danville Bus Line (D and M) Dan River Mills 

Halifax, Mecklenburg, 
and Burnswick Counties 

NA None 

Charlotte, Lunenburg, 
Nottoway, Prince 
Edward, Amelia, 
Buckingham, and 
Cumberland Counties 

NA None 

Powhatan, Goochland, 3 Check VDHT 
Henrico, Charles city, files for details 
Chesterfield, Hanover, 
and New Kent Counties, 
and Richmond 

Check VDHT files 

Caroline, 
Spotsylvania, 
Stafford, and King 
George Counties, 
and Fredericksburg 

Iincluding Greyhound • Andrews and Way serve 
Trailways, there are specialized markets 
5. Colonial, to commuter to FMC 
Andrews, and Way are Corporation and 
the others. Fort Belvoir. 

Colonial serves 
largely the 
commuter market 
to D. C. Ii 
schedules and 6 
schedules to 
Dahlgren Weapons 
Lab. 
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Table 1 (cont'd) 

District 

17 

Area Served 

Westmoreland, 
Northumberland, and 
Lancaster Counties 
and Richmond 

Number Companies_* 

NA 

Markets Served 

NA 

18 King William, 
Gloucester, Matthews, 
Middlesex, King & 
Queen, and Essex 
Counties 

NA NA 

19 Dinwiddie, Sussex, There are 69 employee 
Surry, Prince George, haulers registered 
and Greensville with the SCC. They 
Counties, Petersburg, operate 85 vehicles 
Hopewell, Emporia, 
and Colonial Heights 

Commuter markets 
(largely vans 
small buses) 

2O Norfolk, Portsmouth, 18 employee haulers 
Va. Beach, covering 25 routes 
Chesapeake, and operate 27 buses, 
Suffolk 9 vans, 1 wagon 

Commuter to 
Shipyards 

21 James City and NA 
York Counties, 
and Hampton 
and Williamsburg 

NA 

22 Accomack and 1 
Northampton Counties 

Commuter market to 
chicken processing 
factory 

*Taxis are not included 
**Because of the large number of subscription buses operating in 

Northern Virginia, an extensive listing is included in Appendix A. 
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IS THERE AN ECONOMIC CASE FOR SUBSIDIZING PRIVATE PROVIDERS? 

In a 1976 issue of Tr_affic Quarterly, this author analyzed 
in detail the conditions necessary for an economic justification 
of transit subsidies. 1) The analysis presented there is 
applicable to the question of aid to private providers as well. 

Arguments for subsidies in the transit market can be placed 
into five major classes" (i) arguments related to altering the 
distribution of income; (2) arguments based on "infant industry" 
considerations; (3) arguments based on emotional appeal; 
(4) arguments aimed at correcting inefficiencies in the transit 
market; and (5) arguments for external benefits. 

0nly those arguments falling in the last two categories can 
be proven to.be sound economic justification for subsidies. (2) 
While those arguments are not reiterated here, it is useful to 
outline them briefly. In regard to correcting inefficiency 
in the transit market, economists have long recognized that 
by setting the price of each unit of output equal to the 
incremental cost of producing that output, each firm will not 
only maximize profits but will also produce that level of 
output consistent with the output demanded by society. In 
such cases, each firm is said to be operating efficiently. 
However, when an industry is characterized by increasing 
returns to scale (as is frequently the case with transit), 
the cost of supplying each successive unit of output is less 
than that of the previous unit. If efficiency is to be 
achieved, Unit price must be set equal to the incremental 
cost of production; however, the firm won't be .able to cover 

average production costs when it sets fares on that basis. The 
answer then is to subsidize the firm for the difference between 
average costs and prices consistent with an efficient level' 
of output. Turning to the externalities argument, it is justi- 
fiable, on economic grounds, to subsidize forms of transit 
in order to reduce pollution and congestion, conserve energy, 
and reduce traffic accidents due to congestion; however, the 
externalities argument has been shown by this author an being 
weaker .t•• arguments for subsidies based on efficiency 
grounds 

Within the confines of these arguments, the case for aid 
to private providers, while a weak one, cannot be denied. A 
truer test of a case for aid to private providers requires, 
however, that one expand the discussion to the following 
questions 

!. Is the. market for private providers of 
passenger transportation large enough to 
warrant raising the question of aid? 
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2" Are existing firms in such financial difficulty 
that they are likely to cease operation? 

3. If, in fact• some forms of private providers 
did cease operations, would that cessation 
imply necessarily a long run reduction in 
the desired supply of group transportation? 

By examining these questions, the author hopes to at 
least provide decision makers .with relevant information with 
which to make an initial informed appraisal about aid to 
private providers. Now each question is taken in turn, 
the text being kept as brief as possible. 

First, the inventory provided in Table i and summarized 
previously certainly indicates that private transportation 
providers are supplying a market that cannot be ignored. 
Considering that Virginia is not densely populated, it is in 
fact remarkable that private providers operate to the extent 
that has been shown. Second, regarding the question of the 
financial difficulty existing providers are experiencing, a 
well-founded answer is simply not available at this time. 
The information that is available is. mixed; however, this 
writer must point out that while some providers have lost 
ridership, others (like Billy's in Lynchburg) have originated 
and grown under identical cost conditions. This market behavior 
suggests that where firms have failed, the market has not 
been available to support them. Furthermore, private providers 
have had no monopoly on loss of ridership and declining revenues-- 
subsidized companies frequently have experienced the same diffi- 
culties. Third, and perhaps most importantly, would a cessation 
of some forms of private providers necessarily imply a long run 
reduction in the desired supply of group transportation? At 
best, the answer is not clear. If one will accept that the 
costs of private automobile ownership and particularly operating 
costs might reasonably be expected to rise relative to the costs 
of some of the recently initiated private provider programs, 
then new forms of private providers (where the demand exists) 
may take the place of the more traditional fixed route 40 
passenger diesel buses.* The number of private employee haulers 
registered in the 19th PDC certainly attests to the fact that 
in some areas the market is strong enough to support a large 
number of hau.lers even though many operate only one vehicle. 

*As an"'excellent example, see Appendix C for a description of 
Billy's Transport Service in the Lynchburg area. 
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On the other hand, the inventory presented earlier clearly 
shows a wide variance in the demand for private providers across 
the state. In the areas of weak demand, it may well be the 
case that under a cost crunch the cessation of one private 
provider will actually reduce supply in the long run, because 
the market simply isn't large enough to initiate a new firm 
even though there are some who would be willing to pay for 
service. Where such market conditions can be identified, and 
where it is likely that in the long run the Commonwealth would 
become involved administratively either through helping to get 
federal grants or participating in providing services through 
a public company, it may indeed be prudent to provide aid to 
avoid such long run involvement. Furthermore, only where it 
can be ascertained that existing private service is signi- 
ficant or is financially floundering and unlikely to continue 
in the long run, and it is likely that the Department wo%id 
become involved (along with federal participation) after the 
private company's demise, may financial assistance to keep 
the private company operating be reasonable public policy. 
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An Analysis of Subsidy Issues in 
Pubhc Transportation 

GAKY I%. ALLEN 

Mr. Allen is a research economist with the Virginia Highway 
and Transportation. Research Council. He received his B.A. 
gree in economics [tom Berea College. and is now completing 
the doctoral program in the ]ames Wilson Department o• Eco- 
nomics at the University O• Virginia. Mr. Allen is also an in- 
structor in economics with the University o• Virginia School 
Continuing Education and is a lecturer a.t Piedmont Virginia 
Community College. 

OST economists agree that in the case og public goods 
government intervention in the market system is desirable. 

Where it is extremely cosdy to confine the benefi• ot the good to 
sdected persons and therefore extract the nec.essary payment 
from them, the government can supply the good ar'a price equal 
to zero. The most o[ten cited case fitting these characteristics is 
national defense. There are numerous other examples, as well: 
ma/ntaining a police •orce, fire department, and other service 
agencies; clean/ng and repairing streets; and operating .school 
systems. 

In .addition to the public goods or near public goods case, 
there are situations in which the market system may not be 
able to extract from consumers a price high enough to cover costs 
of production. One o• the most widely recognized examples is the 
public transit industry during the last decade. Ronald J. Fisher 
of the Urban Mass Transportation Admin/scration has succinctly 
described this situation: "It is widely recognized that insufficient 
hands are being generated by the users o• urban transit systems 
to cover operating expenses and capital improvements. U rdess 
additional outside sources of hznding are developed, urban tran- 
sit systems will gradually disappear. It there is justification •or 
continuing the existence of urban transit systems in American 
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596 TRAFFIC QUARTERLY 
cities, mechanisms are needed [or implementing an operating ex- 

peme subsidy.", 
Although the proposal o• offering operating subsidies -• has 

received relatively little sympathy until recently, it is not un- 

usual to find that allocations from construction and main- 
tenance •unds of state departments o£ transportation (DOTs) 
are frequendy made in the. •orm of capital grants to public tran- 
sit firms and/or authorities. The 1974 National Mass Trampor- 
radon Assistance Act (NMTA), explicitly provides funds for 
operating subsidies. Of the $1•.8 billion provided by the act, 
approximately $4 billion can be used for capital or operating 
programs. The state of Virginia is not atypical in this respect. For 
example, the legislature for the 1974"1976 biennium has en- 

acted legislation that brought the total appropriation £or mass 
tramit in Virginia during the period July •, •974 to July •, •975 
to $ • 8 million.• 

The growth in •allocations from highway comtruction and 
maintenance funds in the various DOTs to provide •or capital 
grants to public transit appears to be indicative of a continuing 
trend. It is. to be expected that transit operating subsidies w'ill 
receive increasing: attention and application, since the passage o£ 
the •974 NMTA. Thus it is appropriate to analyze fzom both a 
theoretical and. a practical standpoint the problems and prospects 
of mass tramit subsidies. 

SUBSIDY AND THE SUPPLYOF PUBLIC TIL•NSIT: HOW STI•ONG A CA•E• 

A logical first step in determining the extent to which a case 

can be made for transit subsidies o• any type is to define what a. 
subsidy is and to show how it alters the equilibrium p•ice and- 
output of the good or service to be. subsidized. 

Figure , represents the market supply and demand •or a 

t. "Imu• in P•li¢ Transportat/on,'" •¢¢i,•l R,port z44 (Wash/ngton, D.C.: 
Tram•rmtion •ch Board, •97o), p. 50. 

:•. The purpose of this article is to disoxss transit subsidies. However, another 
solution to the transit financing problem would be to increase (shift) the demand 
curve to a range where average costs may be closer to or below marginal costs. 

3. Public Law 95-88 (star. t565). 
•. Virginia Highway Bulletin, Office o£ Public Relations, Virginia Department 

o• Highways and Tramportation, Richmond, Virginia. March t974, June •974- 
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Figure •. Eilect o£ subsidy on price and quandr• 

The Et•ect of Subsidy on the Level of Supply and Output 
good called widgets. If S (in Figure •) is the supply curve and D 
r.he demand curve, r.hen the marke: price is defined as equal to 
P• Ys.oo and r.he quantity sold- • wldgets. If r.he government 
deems it desirable :o increase the number of wicigets being sold 
to r.he public because r.hey positively influence people's health, 
granting a per-unit subsidy-m the widget producer could aid in 
achieving r2zis end. A per-unit subsidy is defined as a fixed 
amount payable to a producer or consumer for each unit pro- 
duced or purchased. The per-uni• subsidy as shown in Figure 
equals $ i.oo, which means r.ha• for ezch unk of widgets sold r.he 
producer gets $•.oo of added revenue from the government. In 
eS:ect, daia per-unit subsidy shifts the supply curve verti•21y 
downward from S to $' because at •11 levels of output the sup- 
plier of widgets is •dlling to accept x smaller price •rom. the con- 

sumer. In other words, • given quantity will be .supplied at a- 

price lower than would have been necessary to call •• the same 
quantity prior to the subsidy. Also from Figure •, at point U it 
can be seen that after the granting of the subsidy the buyer pur- 
chases a greater number of widgets (14) at a lower price ($1.•o 
instead of $.o.oo). it is important to no•e that the market price of 
the subsidized good is not reducedby the full amount of the sub- 
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sidy. Only in the special case where demand is perfectly inelastic 
would the price to the consumer tall by the amount of the per- 
unit subsidy. 
Why Grant a Subsidy? 

The description of how a subsidy alters the market price and 
output of a good or service is straightforward. Nevertheless, 
one may reasonably question whether there is any justification 
for subsidies. There are a number ot• reasons cited for using 
government money to bolster public transit firms that are in 
financial difficulty. Most, however, tend to be weak. arguments 
based on less than purely economic •ounds. One can classiby 
arguments given by transit subsidy proponents into five major 
classes: (t) arguments related to altering the distribution of in- 
come; (.•) arguments based on "infant industry" consideratiom; 
(3) arguments based on emotional appeal; (4) arguments aimed 
at correcting inefficiencies in the public transit market; and (5) 
arguments for external benefits. 

Arguments Related to Altering the Distribution o• Income. 
Frequendy, subsidies to either transit riders or firms are sug- 
gested because increasing fares hit hardest the poor and elderly 
of inner cities. This alleged inequity is often reduced by pro- 
viding discount rates for transit riding to worth.y groups who 
have litde access to other forms o• transportation. According to 

some authors, a well-defined political consensus has been estab- 
lished on the desirability of such practices.5 Such an argument 
raises some serious questions, however. First, who will define 
what a worthy group is and how will he do so? And second, even 
if it is decided that those below a certain level of income or 
above a certain age deserve to have money redistributed to them, 
it is doubtful that subsidizing their ridership on public transit is 
the best meam o• achieving such a redistribution. A stronger 
case can be made for simply increasing the income of the mem- 
bers of the group and allowing them to decide how they wish to 
spend the added income. In Canada, for example, where sub- 

5. J. It. Meyer, J. F. Kain, and M. Wohl, The Urban Transportation Problem 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Harvard University Press, t966 ), p. 345. 
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sidization o• urban public transport by municipal government 
has become a standard practice, empixical estimatea oi the gen- 
eral effect on the distribution of hacome show that income in- 
equality is increased by the •ubddie•.• 

Argurnent• Baaed on "In•ant Induatry'" Cor•iderationn. Leg- 
idato• ha tmdm:deveioped ¢otm•e• oftea push for hi,g•h ta• to- 
protect theh- fledgli•[[ iadmt•e• from s•v•e competition from 
•orei• imports. The a•gumeat my• e•sendaIIy •t i£ the new 
hadmtrie• caa be. protecmd long enough to become su:ong, then 
the p•tectioa can be li•ted with no det•imental e•ect•. 

F•equendy an anaiogou• a•ent i• posited tot 
public tmmit, particaia•ly buse•. Tki• azgument amume• that 
•mancLai aid on an intezim bash will enable many mass tmmpor- 
radon systems to continue to provide vital service dm:•ug the 
period required to overhaul and revitalize ope•tions so a• to 
establish themselves.on a firm fi•an• bad•.• 

Although •uch argumenra appeaz to be •cceptable on their. 
s•zace, impecdon shows them to be weak. In the case o• "i•t 
industries" the supportem, of protection can die example• ot the 
profitable industries they a•e u'yin• to emulate. In the case 
public tramit, however, there is litde evidence to •how that un- 
profitable transit operations, be they bm or raft operatiom, once 
subsidized become-finandaIly stable) The tendency is •or the 
subddy to be a stepping stone to financial ami•tance that may be 
continued i•de•tely. 

A related, argument suggests that the transit industry is simply 
in a temporary state of disequilibrium and therefore has profit 
potential. I• such is the case, one may ask why an opportma/stic 
entrepreneur does not take over and consolidate floundering 
firms; then they could be joiady turned into profit makers..• 

Argument.s Ba•ed on 
Emotional Appeal. This type of. argu. 

6. Mark Frankena, "Income Distributional E/[ects of Urban Transit Subsidies," 
Journal o• Transport Economi• and Policy.., 7, no. 3 (•973): •5-•o. 

7. For an example of this philosophy see: U.S. Conga'era, Senate, 9•nd Congress, 
-tst session, 7 February •97•, Bill 35. 870, Section 2, Paragraph 7. 

8. Henry M. Pesldn, An dnaly•i• o• Urban Transit Subsidies, Institute for De- 
fense Analysis, Januaury •973, p- x•. 

9: Ibid., p. S-4. 
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ment is by •ar the most difficult for the economic analyst to ap- 
praise. Two variants of the type are" (•) Public tramit in years 
past has contributed substantially to America's •owth and suc- 

cess and will be even more important in the •uture. (.•) Public 
transit is the only means of mobility for certain captive transit 
riders such as the aged and disabled. Underlying these emotional 
arguments there may, in Pact, be some sound arguments based on 

economic efficiency. However, as they stand, they are fauught with 
social and ethical value, judgments which do not lend themselve• 
to an economic amessment of their validity. 

Arguments Aimed at Correcting Inel•ciencies. The argu. 
merits based on efficiency are the ordy group, from which sound 
justification for the subsidization of public transit can be drawn. 
First to clari• this was Harold Hote•ing, who wrote: 

When a decision whether or not to construct a railway is le• 
to the profit motive of private inve•tors, the criterion used is that 
the total revenue, being the sum of the products o• the rates 
(price•) for the various.service• by the quantities sold, shall exceed 
the sum of operating costs and carrying charges on the cost of the 
enterprise, It• no one thin• that there will be a positive execs of 
revenue, the construction will not be undertaken this rule is, 
from •e standpoint o• the general weffare, excessively conserva- 
tive. A lem conservative criterion is that i[ some distribution o[ the 
burden among the population is possible such that everyone con- 
cerne• is better off with than without the new investment, then 
there is a prima ]acie case ]or making the in.vestment.•o 

Hotelling was speaking about those industries ctmracterize• 
by •onomies of scale, of whicJa the rail industry is a prime e.,mm 

pie. For industries not chaxacte•ed by economies of scale, econ 

omists have long recognized that by setting the price of eact 
unit of output equal to the incremental cost of producing 
output each firm will not only maximize profits but will 
produce the level of output comistent with. •e output demande• 

•o. Harold Hotel,ling, "The General Weffare in Relation to the Problems o 

Taxation and of Railway Rates and Utility Rates," Econometrica, 6, no. 3 (Jul 
,938): a67 [with emphasis added]. 
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TABLE I--CO•T $CHEDULF.S OF HYPOTHETICAL 

2" a 3 4 
Aazumed Average Change in Marginal 

Number o• Total C• C•t Total 
P•en gen dollan ) ( do lan ) (dollar) do llan ) 

1,000 I0 

60O 6 

4O0 4 

by society.,:- In such cases, each firm • said co be operating 
efHdendy. 

W'hen an industry is characterized by increas/ng returns to 
scale, the cost of each successive unit of output is less than that o• 
the previous unit. Industries having cost schedules o£ dais nature 
will have an e•.dent level of output i£ the unit price is set equal 
m r.he incremental cost of production; however, they will not be 
able to cover average production costs when pricing on that-bas/s• 
To use rail u'ansit as an example, consider a train hauling to 

passengers. Conceivably the cost of operating the train would be 
split equally among the to paasengers i£ it were necessary for 
revenues to cover costs of operation; that is, total costs could be 
recovered i£ fares equal average costs. Obviously, i£ the u-ain had 
unused capacity, r.he hauling o£ o more passenge• would add 
almost nothing to costs. Since the incremental or marginal cost of 
each additional rider would be very slight, average costs--total 
costs divided by r.he number o£ rid•would fail In such a case, 
where average costs decline, ii• each passenger is charged a fare 
equal to marginal cost the total revenue generated will not cover 
total costs, The hypothetical cost schedules shown in Table I axe 
heIphfl, in illustrating r.his po/nt. 

•x. Two excellent discussions are-found in George Sdgler, The Theo•: of 
Price (New York: MacMiLlan and Company, •966), pp. x54-•55; and in Edward 
Mansfield, Microeconomics, Theory. and Applications (New York: W. W. Norton 
and Co., t97o ), pp. 4t2-,t4o. 
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A• columm i, •, and 4 (oi• Table I) indim•e, cot•l co•ts do no• 
incre•e proportionately with ridership. (This phenomenon ch•- 
ac•erizes mass rmnsir fu-'ms bemuse operating cosu are rdat.ively 
minor i• comparison •o coral costs; r.h•is, capir•I cost• m•ke up 
• e bulk o• •ot•I costs.) As column 5 shows, t.he incremental or 

mm'gin• cost oi• each addifion• •oo pa3sengers decreases. When 
•oo p•ssengers are riding, t.he averse marginal cos• is $6: Setting 
the f:•re st $6 • yield $•,8oo in total revenue, obviously no• 
enough •o cover the toufl co•ts o• $•,6oo. 

Total costs could be covered i• •ares were set equal •o svera•e 
costs; however, less than t.he socia•y desired level o• outpu• 
would result. A •l-aphical depiction o• the information •ivcn in 
Table I is presented in ,Figure o. wherein L•/ represents r.he de- 
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mand for public transit service at various •ares. A C is the plot o• 
average costs as it varies wid:t ridership and M C is a plot o£ the 
margin, cost o• adding riders. Setting price equal to marshal 
cost in most markets leads to an optimal allocation of resources 
and the socially desirabie level o• output. (This assumes no ex- 

ternal social costs or benefits and no "second best" problems.) In 
Figure .-, however, i• price is set where /VlC inter•ects the de- 
mand curve, point D, then total revenues, O ADQ,,, are less 
total costs, O BCQ,, and the firm operates in the red. On the other 
hand, i• the firm sets price where average costs can be covered, 
point £ in Figure •, then the price riders are paying, Q'E, is 
greater than the cost, Q'H, of. the resource• being used to pro- 
duce output OQ. This illustration suggests that ridership should 
be expanded and more resources shifted to the production 
public transit services. A way, however, to attract more riders is 
to lower lares below price Q'E- •o; but when the fare is low- 
ered below •o, the average cost is no longer covered by the [-are 
paid by each passenger and total revenues • short o£ total 
costs. 

Thus the transportation planner in a congested urban area 
is faced with a rather sticky dilemma. He can either a11ow the 
transit authority to flounder with high •ares, low ridership, and 
.growing deficits that will result in added congestion, or he can 

suggest subsidization from the public sector. I• public transit op- 
erations are generally characterized by cost configurations like 
those in Figure •, by giving a subsidy eq,.ml to the di•erence be- 
tween A C and MC (CD in Figure .•) •ares can be reduced,, rider- 
ship increased, and a movement made toward the optimum allo- 
cation o£ travel among various modes. In short, the subsidy serves 

to shi•t the cost curves vertic•y downward as was described in 
Figure z. 

A question that should be uppermost in the mi.ds of those in 
the decision-makiag role is the extent to which the t-remit 
dustry in their locality is •cterized by increasing returns to 
scale. In other words, do the cost carves look similar to those in 
Figure •? There is some evidence based on aggregate data that 
the raft rapid-transit industry is characterized by increasing re- 

B-IO 
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turns.,-" The empirical validity of scale economics in the bus 
transport industry is not well substantiated al{hough Peskin and 
Mohring have suggested the c:•istcncc of cconomic• ot• scalc.'• It 
mu•t be emphasized, however, that empirical verification ot• the 
cost curves •or separate transit authorities is a desirable un- 
dertaking if subsequent subsidy decisions are to be based on firm 
economic grounds. 

Arguments •or External Benefits. Not unjustifiably, it has 
been argued-that increasing the volume o£ riders on. public mass 
transit mode, is beneficial not only to the riders but to society as 

a whole.'4 That is, there are beneficial effects on individuals 
other than those who ride public transit. These external effects 
may ta•e the form o• reduced tratfic congestion, reduced noise, 
cleaner air, conserved ener•w, and others. However, some ex- 
ternal-effect arguments are not suitable as a basis •or subsidizing 
tramit. Among these are arguments such as, "The encouraging o£ 
additional riders will increase property values," or "The build- 
ing o• new facilities will create employment." These effects axe 
pecuniary externalities; they alter the distribution ot income but 
do not affect society's net welfare. 

Thepoasibfli• o• reducing congestion, fuel consumption, 
and pollution (or increasing safety) by attracting riders away 
from automobiles to mass transit modes may justify subsidies in 
some sense. However, providing mass transit with an operating 
subsidy to reduce lares is not necessarily the best way o• achiev- 
ing a transfer o• modes.'s The extent to which a switch in modes 

x•. See Roger Sherman, "Club Subscriptions for Public Transport Pas_-•engem,'" 
Journal o• Trampovt F=conomic• an•t Policy •, no. $ (•967); and "Congestion Inter- 
dependence and Urban Transport Fares," Econometrica 39,. no, 3 (May •97•)- 

3. Sherman, "Club Subsc•pcions for Public Transport Passengers" (x967). 
AI• s• Peakin, An Analysis o/ Urban Mass Transit Subaidie•, p. 7, and Herbert 
Mohring0 "The Benefits and Costs o[ Subsidizing Increasing Returns Activities," 
Mimeograph '973. 

t4. For example, see the fotlowing: H. Mohring, "Optimization and Scale 
Economies hi Urban Bus Transportat/on," Ame'tican Economic Review (September 
,97,); Robert Strotz. "Principles o• Urban Transportation Pricing," Highma• Re. 
sewtch Record •7; David Renshaw, "A Justification for Mass Transit Operating 
Subsidies," Trat•ic QuszterI• 28 no. 2 (April •97•); A. A. Waiters, "Subsidies for 
Transport," LIoyda Bank Review (January •967) no. 83. 

5. Peskin, An AnaI?• o• Urban Moaa Transit Subsidies, p. 9; Elbert Segel. 
herst and Larry Kirkus, "Parking Bias in Transit Choice." Journa• o• Trsnsport 
Economics and Poli• (January t973), PP- 58-7 °. 
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is achieved depends on the cross price elasticity of demand be- 

tween •ransi• •ares and demand [or the automobile as a mode 
of travel. An alternative approach may be to properly price the 

use o• automobiles by taxes or tolls so the cost o• traveling by 
car includes the cost of penalties imposed on society, such as 

pollution, noise, and congestion. I£ car users were to pay both the 
private and social costs of driving, there would likely be a reduc- 
tion in the cost curves •or public transit. This could shift de- 
mand [or u'amit and thus m• subsi•tion unnecessary. 

jmx;x•o T• •_.r•TrV• ,v.v.zrrs ov su•smY sc••s 

Criteria are needed to judge whether one subsidy scheme is 

more suitable than another. For this analysis four criteria were 

selected: (•) consistency with social •ah (such •s provision o• 
tranaportation •or the carless and reduction in tmitic congestion), 
(.o) cost of administe•g the subsidy, (3) promotion o• efficient 
tramit operations, and (4) equity. 

As an objective choice criterion, equity is extremely difficult 
to apply because each decision maker has quite • di•erent idea o• 
what is-Pai• or equitable. While one may prefer that the subsidy 
be. neutral in terms o• its efl•ect on the distribution ot• income,. 
others m•y make an equally strong case for choosing a subsidy 
mechanism that increases the real income o• those persons in the 
lowest one.third of the income distribution. Still better decisions 
can be made i• considerations of equity are explicidy separated 
from other more objective ways of judging the relative merits of 
particular subsidy schemes. It is important that decision makers 
be aware of the tact that by choosing one subsidy scheme over 

another, they are also choosing one income distribution as op- 
posed to another. That is, they should know that the type ot• sub- 
sidy scheme chosen will necessarily imply that certain income 

groups will have a diiIerent real income after the subsidy. For 
example, a subsidy scheme may result in increased ridership (be• 
cause ot• reduced fares) by individuah who have an average in. 

come ot $•o,ooo but may be funded largely by taxes on individ- 
uals with smaller average incomes. Another subsidy scheme may 
make service more available to elderly, low-income individuals 
and be funded by taxes largely from high-income families. O bvi- 
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ously, the two schemes involve two different income distributions 
and, therefore, two different judgments about what is equitable 

DESCRIPTION .•ND COMPARISONS OF BASIC SUBSIDIES 

Although there are numerous formulas that can be used to 
distribute public transit subsidies • only basic classes and their 
relative merits will be discussed here. Thus, an appropriate way 
of classifying .tramit subsidy schemes is by the purpose for 
which the lunch are granted: (•) deficit related, (•) cost or input 
related, (3) output related, and (4) potential ridership related. 

Deficit-related Subsidies 

The most basic form of deficit-related subsidy covers the 
transit firm's operating deficit (or a percentage of it) without 
stipulating any changes in its management practices, the service it 
provides, or the fare structure. With such an open-ended agree- 
ment, transit firms can continue the/r current practices ad 
infin/tum. 

When the only social goal is to maintain exhting service 
levels, • type of subsidy may achieve that end. However,. while 
the subsidy would not penalize those transit firms that make 
service improvements,•.it would tend to reduce their incentive 
to make such improvements. Further, firms operating efficiently, 
but at a loss, prior to the granting of the subsidy may cease their 
efficient practices when losses are covered from public funds. 

Because little additional record keeping is necessary, the costs 
of administering a deficit-based subsidy program should be small. 
But the subsidy grantors would have little control over the man- 

agement or eificiency of recipient firms so there is no assurance 

that the subsidy would promote improved transit service or 

equity in the tramit fare structure. 
It shoutd be noted that deficit-based transit subsidies could be 

•6. dlternat• Formulas for a Federal Operating 5ub•id• Program for Trarait, 
Institute [or De£ense Analysis, Distributed by National Technical In£ormation 
Service. U.S. Department o[ Commerce, •97•- Also see "The Feasibility ot• Federal 
Assistance for Urban Mass Transit Operating Costs," U.S. Department ot• Trans- 
portation, November •97 •. 

•7. David. 1L Miller, "Financing Urban Transportation," Special Report High. 
way Research Record •44, P. 59- 
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eroded by labor unions because management's bargainin• power 
may be reduced. 

Co#t- or-[n•ut.r#•t#d 
Subsidie• breed on eider cov•g mpi• cos• or •e p•- 

•e of o•er •ed<m• •puu •ve been • •despr•d •e. 
B•• m•y pubic •sic •p•vemen• requ•e subs•• 

•- 

•• ou•• of •pi• (su• • •or new •uipmen•), 
subddi• •ve b•n at•cdve to le•aro• • •e• attempt 
help solve •e pubic •i• problem. 

Cov•g su• •ed cos• • •or bm• •d •• w• nor 

••e, howev•, •r •it • • defidr posifiom • br• 
•en •d con•ue co ope•e • •e long •n. •e•• •ey do 
dep•• on •e• ••vidual •pi• s•• md •e dd• 
w•• •ey opera. • im•r•• question •e subsidy 
mmr •ce is whe•er •e •pi• •• • ac.•y le•d. co 
p•e o• more produ•ve •pi• md ml•g sto• or w• 
jmr enr• •e revenue side o• •e ledge. 
•• •piml-b•ed subsi• do noe •e acco• o• •e 

••ce ot a •'s ••dng, a subs•d• po•on, o• •• •y be 
••ded to • •• •ve •ced •eir •pi• •om sources 
o•• • •e• o• equi• or •• dr•dy •e • a profitable 
p•idon. Bring abou• su• win• •• •o subsidy r•ipienm 
• •d••ble on •e bm• o• w•c • equitable m •e •. Fur- 
• •ore, •e e•• • a •piml subsidy • •ve on •e d•- 
•budon o• income o• the •tde• • •pre•cmble bemuse •e 
•e s•c•e •ynoe be altered • a r••r o• •e subsidy. 

I• •pi•-bmed subsi• were to r••e .• •prov• leve•. 
se•ce •d be• m•ke•g o• •e se•c• •d it •e 
would l•d m •••ed dde•p, •de• • a whole wo•d l•ely 
• •ough a redu•on • •xte•fi•. Howev•, 
•m •o ••dd• • app• no more Hkdy to pmmo• 
•d•• in •i• o••dom • do subsidi• w•• are bm• 
on •e •'s deficit position. But • smtemem should be quaH- 
fie It •e •ndng agency wishes to provide inducemenm •o 
•ovadons •d e•cien• in •e provision o• qu•i• se•ice, 
• ese c• be provided •rough gove•ene con•ol, but o•y by 
•em•g a•••Rdve cos• subs•d•y. This, in 
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what a transit authority does--provides the desirable inducements 
to innovation and eificiency. 

Subsidizing transit's operadonaI deficits may be preferable to 
capital subsidies to the extent that many innovations, paxticu- 
laxly in the bus-only mode, and increases in service ievets are 
achieved through changes in vaxiable costs (number ot stops 
made, headways, personnel) rather than additiom to the plant 
and rol1•g stock. 

Output-related Subsidie• 
Output-reLated subsidies axe tied in some sense to the prod- 

uct of public tramit firms In other words, the amount of subsidy 
g-ranted depends on the quantity og service the firm provides .and 
only indirectly relates to its profit or loss situation. It is appro- 
prLate to consider several output-rdated subsidies rather closely 
because the rehdve merits and disadvantages of each are quite 
different. 

One basic type of output-related subsidy is the revenue 

senger formula. Thi• type of subsidy either allocates money 
direcdy to paying passengers in the form of tokens, stamps, or 
other means by which tares are reduced," or allocates money d.i-. 
rectIy, to tramit firms on the basis of the number of passengers 
carried. This was the type of formula implied by the legislation 
before the 9•nd Congress proposing a federal subsidy to mass 
transportation.'a A1gebraica21y this formula may be written as: 

x, s,Q, 
where 

X• the amoun• of subsidy •o transi• 
S• unilorm subsidy m•e per passenger 
Q• number •£ revenue p•nger• caxried by the firm 

i second category, of output-reLated subsidy, the vehicle. 
miles [ormula, allocates funds to transit flu'ms based on the num- 
ber of miles traveled. This differs from the .revenue passenger 
[ormula only in that the subsidy allocation is based on vehicle 

,8. "Collective Consumption Services of Individual _Consumption Goods,'" 
Quarterly Journal o Economic• 78 (August •964), 47•'77- Aho see Sherman, "Club 
Subscriptions for PubLic Transport Passengers." 
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miles rather than paying passengers. Placed in algebraic t•orm, the 
formula is 

where 

X•, the amount of subsidy to transit 
$, ua•orm su•idy rate per mile 
M,- miles logged, by the firm 

For borA •ormulas the subsidy rate per mile for • area or re- 

#on could be calcuhted by dividing the dollar amount available 
[or u'ansit subsidy •or the region by the number of vekide miles 
traveled (or revenue passengers carr/ed) by all transit firms in 
the region. Of course, variants o• th• .could restrict the subsidy 
to certain firm• or alter the rate on due basis o• some measure of 
need. 

In general, ou•pu•-rela•ed subsidies •re superior •o defici• and 
inpuvrela•ed subsidies•in helping m •c•eve •he social goals o£ •.n 

sre• because •e amoum o£ •he •ane is linked direcdy wi• t•e 
fzrm•s level .o£ performance. The revenue passenger •ormula, ha 
paxticalar, could provide incentive £or the transit firm to 

crease service levels and decrease fares since a larger subsidy can 

be obtained• only through an increase in, .paying passengers. This." 
.reladomkip of price, with ridership (assuming demand is rela- 
tively elastic) promotes efficient operations and optimal allocation 
o£ resources (as •or subsidy in the amount of CD in Figure .o). 

Output-related subsidies are not fi:ee fxom criticism, however. 
A uniform method o£ record keeping on ridership, miles logged, 
costs, and revenues by the recipient firms would be required in 
order to determine the amount of the subsidy. In addition, the 
subsidy-granting agency shouId monitor the finances and daily 
operations og the recipient •. Without monitoring, fares may 
not be reduced and the subsidy could be added to revenue. This 
record keeping and continuous monitoring implies that a sub- 
standal amount o£ the money intended •or aid would be spent on 

distributing the •ands. 
I£, rather than giving the subsidy to die transit firm, the pas- 

sengers themselves are given tokens which reduce their Vaxe, 
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greater administrative costs and problems arise. The printing of 
the tokens involves additional costs but, even more important, 
two questions og equity must be faced: How is the grantor to 
decide who is eligible? and, Do all eligible recipients receive the 
same amount of subsidy? 

Potential Riders Formula 
Although •ormulas of the potent/al riders type have not re- 

ceived significant attention, some people have suggested that 
they m/ght be [easiblc.'• The foundation of such suggestions is 
that even though an individual does not use it, he may receive 
some positive benefit from the availability of public transit. The 
algebraic formula is similar to that for the revenue passenger 
•ormula: 

X• S•N• ( • ) 
where 

X,- amount of subsidy to t.he mandt firm 
S• subsidy rate per poten• rider 
N, t.he number of l:mten• riders 

In th• ca•e, the subsidy to r.he firm, X,, i• direcdy proportional 
to the number of potential riders, N•,, along r.he firm's roum•. 

A varia.m of dais scheme i• to gram a subsidy on t.he basis of 
the population in each firm's localitT. Such a mechanism is t.he 
same as revenue sharing, excep• that t.he money mus• necesmril$ 
be u•ed for r.he explick purpose of aiding public tmmit. 

One would expect t.ha• the implementation of t.he ,potential 
rid•r• formula would re•ul• • increased quali• of mamk service 
and rou•e.mile• traveled in the more demelv populated areas. 
Thu•, formulas in thi• category could be t.he be•t in mrm• of 
racial • achievemen• and equity (if properly devi•ed) but t.he$ 
are by far the mo•t inmicate and difficult to adminh•er. 

COMPAKISON OF COSTS OF BIFI:'EILENT suBsmY FORMULAS 

Reg'ardle•s of the f•rmula chosen, the amount of the subsidy 
should be structured to the particular characteristics of the tran- 

•9. Miller, "Finandng Urban Transportation," p. 55. 
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sit firm or firms to be subsidized. This recommendation may ap- 
pear to be quite obvious once it has been stated. However, its 
ramifications become clear when one compares the cost of sub- 
sidizing a bus company by several different mechanisms. As Table 
II shows, the profit or loss position o• a transit firm can vary 
tremendously under different subsidy schemes. Furthermore, for 
a given subsidy mechanism the subsidized firms will not be af- 
•ectedin the same way. An examination o• individual cells from 
Table II will clarify these points. 

Table II shows the comparative costs of providing subsidies to 
several selected transit systems operating in the larger cities of 
the state of Virginia. The table was 

developed in the following 
manner: Financial data were gathered from the American Tran- 
sit ,•sociation and the Northern Virginia Transportation Com- 
mission on the larger transit companies operating in Virginia in 
•973. Several hypothetical subsidy schemes were applied to the 
data in an effort to show how the subsidy in question, if actually 
implemented, could be expected to afl•ect the profit/loss position 
of several selected firms. 

Column of Table II assumes that the subsidy is set equal to 
total deficits.. Firm A receives $389,•36 under this scheme, there 
are no windfall profits, and the deficit is completely removed. 
Firms B and C receive no subsidy because they are earning a 
small profit. However, their profit may be too small to meet 
capital expansion costa. Such a scheme ia not welI suited to pro- viding the incentive or the revenue for. expansion of service 
levels. 

Subsidies based on a percentage of total cost (column 
would lead to profits •or firms B and C, but would reduce ordy a 
portion of the deficit •or firms A and D. Subsidies based on fixed 
costs (column 5) would be expected to result in profits for 
firms for which dam are available; obviously, the larger the fixed 
costs; the greater the profit. Furthermore, the ability of such a 
subsidy scheme to provide incentives to increase service levels is 
absent. 

The revenue passenger subsidy (column 7) is quite interest- 
ing. Firms in the large urban areas (A, B, and C) would receive 
rather large profits because they are already carrying a large hum- 
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bet of passengers. The small firm, D, in a city with population 
under 5o,ooo, still does not break even under this scheme, even 
though it faces an incentive to increase ridership. 

Two implications are apparent from the data developed and 
presented in Table II. First, no general statement can be made 
regarding what kind o• subsidy mechanism requires the largest 
outlay of funds. Second, regardless of the scheme proposed, the 
eff•:t on all firms • apparently not follow a general pattern; 
whereas one may receive huge profits, another may not break 
even after the subsidy. 

CONCLIJI)INO 

Two economically justifiable arguments canbe used in sup- 
port o• subsidies: (•) arguments based on economic e•iciency, 
zud (•) arguments based on •e contention that by subsidizing 
public •orms o£ transportation signi•cant reductions in such ex- 
ternalitie• as congestion and pollution can be achieved. The 
validity of these arguments depends on proof that significant 
economies of scale exist in the transit industry and that a mecha- 
aism can be devised which vH11 provide the necessary incentives 
to causefirms to increase their ridership and service levels. 

Although it is emphasized that no general statement regard- 
ing subsidies to firms can be made until the existence of econo- 
mies o£ scale can be substantiated, four criteria for judging the 
relative merk o• subsidy schemes are suggested in the event that 
a decision to provide a subsidy has been made: 

, Choose a mechanism which is effective in achieving social 
goals. This choice necessitates that the explicit goals be stated 
before the granr.ing of any •unds. 

•. A11 other things being equal, choose a subsidy scheme tha• 
_na_i•_im•es the cost ot• distribution and policing; that is, a mecha- 
nism that does not require thata substantial amount o• 
sources be spent in distributing the funds and monitozd.ng 'their 

3. Although it is not really a choice criterion, decision makers 
should identify whet_her they are basing their judgment of the 
merits of a particular subsidy scheme on some consideration 
equity. Equity is not an objective criterion on which to judge 
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subsidy mechanism, but if one scheme is preferred over another 
solely on the basis ot what the choosers consider to be lair, then 
this fact should be explicdy stated. 

4- Above all, a subsidy scheme should be chosen that will 
stimulate the firm to operate efficiently and not be wasteful of 
resources. Obviously this criterion is closely tied with the crite- 
.rion o• cilectivencss and can be achieved to a certain extent. 
through regulation, but only at theexpense of increasing dis- 
tribution and policing costs. 

Based on these criteria, it can be concluded that subsidies 
which arc tied to some measure of output are preferred over 
deficit-related subsidies because the former can bc expected to 
be more efficacious in achieving increases in service-levels and 
the maintenance of low f'arcs. However, regardless o• the specific 
type ot output •ormula designed, it will have to bc scrutinized to 
ascertain its particular shortcomings and merits. Furthermore, 
even though thexe has been widespread use o• capital cost sub- 
sidics which are designed to help defray operating costs or 

increases in output levels; their cffec• depends on the particular 
firm and the city in which it operates. On the other hand, sub- 
sidles which are designed to help dctrac operating costs or 

variable costs, such as administration and personnel costs, arc. 
desirable to the extent that they are positive inducements to in- 
crease service levels and innovations. 

Finally, this article should be placed in proper perspective. 
The purpose was to.analyze u'ansit.subsidics. However, the prob- 
lem of pricing in other •orms of transportation deserves equal 
attention by u'ansportation planners. This article should not be 
construed to imply that subsidies are the only answer to urban 
transportation problems. 
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APPENDIX C 

LYNCHBURG' S NEW PRIVATE 
PROVIDER 

(From Lyn, c,hbu,r,,g News,) 
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Energy Crisis Gives Birth 
to Billy's Transport Service 

By 

Toni Anthony 

Billy W. Lawrence, Sr. of Rustburg has capitalized on 
the nation's energy crisis. 

His firm, Billy's Transportation Service, Inc., is now 
a bustling transit company, rolling merrily down area highways 
collecting passengers and compliments. 

"It's a kind of bus pool, explains Lawrence, 45. "We 
just get together as one big group to save expenses on trans- 
portation and fuel." 

A private, family owned and operated corporation, 
Lawrence's company is the only transit service of its kind in 
the area, and is licensed by the State and the Interstate 
Commerce Commission (ICC) to transport employees from outly- 
ing areas to local General Electric plants. 

A 16-year GE employee himself, Lawrence said the idea for 
his bus service was sparked by the energy crisis in 1974 and 
the lack of public transportation from many areas into the 
city. 

"My wife and I discussed it back in '74 when the price of 
gas went up, and the President started talking about rationing 
it," Lawrence recalls. "I thought, 'I have to go to work 
anyway. Why not drive something that. can bring more people 
in from the counties'." 

And so Billy's bus service was born and is operated from 
an office in Lawrence's home in Rustburg. 

"The phone rings, and it's s.omeone who needs a ride. They 
tell us where they want to get on, and my wife or one of the 
children gives them information on schedules and rates," 
explained Lawrence. 

Lawrence is forced to turn down several requests each week 
because he is only licensed to transport GE employees. 

Starting out with only one bus in 1974, his transit 
business has increased to three bus routes (from Appomattox, 
Brookneal and Piney River to local GE plants), serving nearly 
i00 passengers during winter peak months. 
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"l'm the only one running transportation in these areas," 
Lawrence noted. Each bus holds 40 passengers, and riders are 
charged from $5 to $8 weekly. 

Painted white with the sign "Billy's Transp. Inc. 332- 
6293" in black lettering on the side, Lawrence's buses start 
rolling shortly after 6"30 each morning; picking up passengers 
and discharging them at the Mountain View, Bradley Park and 
Timberlake plants by 7-10 each morning. 

"We leave the plants when the whistle blows at 4 o'clock, 
and double back on the same route going home, said Lawrence. 

What makes Billy's buses run? "Faith, prompt and alert 
drivers, and some mighty good passengers, says Lawrence 
with a smile. 

Lawrence employs one driver and a substitute for each run, 
and holds an extra bus in reserve for breakdowns. On the 
Piney River run, Mrs. Avis Wiley and Phil Hartless are behind 
the whee i. 

From Brookneal, the drivers are Carroll Marston, Randy 
Tuck and Lawrence; and from Appomattox, C. B. Rush and Sammy 
Motley drive the bus. 

Gas is purchased by each driver at a service station 
along his route, and bus repairs are made by a licensed 
mechanic. 

The business end of the company is handled by a bookkeeper, 
Lawrence's wife Peggy (who is a secretray in the Campbell 
County Recreation Department), and the Lawrence's three 
children- Debra Sue, 22, Cynthia Ann, 13, and Billy Jr., I0. 

Asked if he would like to expand his family operation, 
"Yes if I can get the passengers and a Lawrence replied, 

charter license." 

"Our future plans include expansion to routes from 
Altavista, Gretna and Bedford if everything goes well, said 
Lawrence. 




